Dopaminergic Pathways in Obesity-Associated Inflammation.
The overwhelming prevalence of obesity is a priority for public health compromising human lifespan and representing important economic burden worldwide. Obesity is characterized by a state of chronic low-grade inflammation associated to metabolic dysfunction. Although the efforts for unravelling the complex immunometabolic signaling pathways to explain the association of obesity with type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, cancer, neurodegenerative diseases and psychiatric disorders, we still do not have all the picture to design effective therapeutic to fight these immunometabolic disease clusters. Dopaminergic pathways apart from having a major role in the regulation of appetite and feeding behaviors are important immunoregulators in inflammation; thus, dopaminergic regulation is suggested to impact obesity- associated inflammation. Dopamine (DA) has been reported to modulate immune function and immune cells themselves produce endogenous DA. DA-induced immunomodulation is currently the focus of intense experimental research and dopaminergic pathways are increasingly considered a target for drug development in immune diseases. While the role of dopaminergic pathways in immune-mediated diseases has been intensively investigated in neurodegenerative diseases, dopaminergic immunomodulation in obesity-associated inflammation is largely unknown. This review will integrate the actual knowledge about dopaminergic pathways involved in obesity-associated inflammation with special focus on immune innate key cell players. We present an explanatory hypothesis with a model that integrate central and peripheral dopaminergic circuits in the relationship between neuroimmune and metabolic systems in obesity-associated inflammation. A perspective on the potential role of dopaminergic drugs in the context of obesity will be given. Graphical Abstract Graphical representation of central and peripheral dopaminergic pathways in obesity-associated inflammation.